Preclinical Models of Prostate Cancer: Patient-Derived Xenografts, Organoids, and Other Explant Models
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Prostate cancer remains a lethal disease. Preclinical cancer models that accurately represent the tumors of the patients they are intended to help are necessary to test potential therapeutic approaches and to better translate research discoveries. However, research in the prostate cancer field is hampered by the limited number of human cell lines and xenograft models, most of which do not recapitulate the human disease seen in the clinic today. This work reviews the recent advances in human patient-derived xenograft, organoid, and other explant models to address this need. In contrast to other tumor streams, the prostate cancer field is challenged by this approach, yet despite the limitations, patient-derived models remain an integral component of the preclinical testing pathway leading to better treatments for men with prostate cancer.

There has been a global effort to develop and use preclinical models for research discovery and drug testing that more closely reflect the patients that are seen in the clinic today. Although a limited number of cell and xenograft models have served the field well, especially LNCaP, which has more than 7000 publications referenced in PubMed, more recent and rapid progress in the clinic has prompted the imperative to update our preclinical models. The central role of the androgen receptor (AR) pathway has been established without doubt—AR overexpression is a main driver of progression for most patients to castration-resistant prostate cancer (CRPC) (Knudsen and Penning 2010). Agents more effective than first-line androgen deprivation agents are now used to block this pathway, resulting in widespread use of abiraterone and enzalutamide in the clinic, yet few models incorporate patient lines or tissues after these
treatments alone or in combination. This work aims to review the patient-derived models of human prostate cancer that we commonly use, especially contemporary ones, and identify the needs for the field and how we might meet these challenges.

WHAT ARE THE CHALLENGES FOR THE PROSTATE CANCER RESEARCH FIELD?

Profiling the genomes, transcriptomes, and methylomes of prostatic tumors has resulted in substantive sets of data that have advanced our understanding of the molecular features of prostate cancer (Taylor et al. 2010; Lalonde et al. 2014; Robinson et al. 2015; The Cancer Genome Atlas Research Network 2015; Beltran et al. 2016). For example, new pathways to target were identified, new mechanisms of resistance were uncovered, and the overall complexity of the disease, attributable to tumor heterogeneity, was realized (Lalonde et al. 2014; Beltran et al. 2016). Each and all of these discoveries influence patient diagnosis, management, and treatment, but the development of preclinical models has largely failed to keep pace with these changes. Identifying actionable targets is one part of the process, but models must enable proof-of-concept testing to generate new knowledge that can be translated toward a better outcome for the patients.

For example, current models do not comprehensively span the course of disease from localized castrate-sensitive to advanced incurable disease and, overall, there is a paucity of disease stage-specific models for clinical investigation. Thus, models of human cell lines from metastatic lesions are inadequate tools to investigate up-front therapies from men with high-risk localized disease. This example shows one of the reasons for the high failure rate of new candidate therapies once they enter clinical trials because their utility has been guided by inappropriate preclinical models.

The acquisition of specimens for our models is therefore essential to the development of preclinical models and their utility as tools for discovery and validation. Technologies such as bioengineered platforms and tissue scaffolds have also revolutionized our biological models per se, enabling the transition from 2D to 3D cultures and development of advances such as “organ-on-a-chip.”

Altogether it is an exciting time to develop new models of human prostate cancer. Prostatic tumors are notoriously difficult to culture, engraft, and/or serially transplant, but in the following sections we review predominantly how the field has responded to the challenges of developing contemporary models using human patient specimens (see Fig. 1). The purpose and focus of this review is confined to patient-derived models, and references to mouse models are made only in the absence of any human model equivalent; however, a comprehensive review on mouse models of prostate cancer can be found in Arriaga and Abate-Shen (2017).

PATIENT-DERIVED PROSTATE CANCER MODELS

There are only a few successful approaches to using patient-derived specimens for preclinical research and discovery sections. Once specimens are obtained from the patient they can be analyzed fresh or preserved for subsequent analysis—for example, by freezing or fixation. This source of material has yielded a great deal of genomic data by providing snapshots of information about prostatic tumors at the time when the samples were taken. Over the often-lengthy course of disease, this has involved systematic sampling from men with localized through to advanced disease and at death (Gundem et al. 2015; Beltran et al. 2016). Many samples of localized prostate cancer are routinely obtained at surgery from cohorts of men who have a radical prostatectomy. Over the last decade, we have seen a subtle shift in the range of these specimens resulting in fewer low-grade tumors because of the uptake of active surveillance (Bruinsma et al. 2016). Previously, metastatic specimens were difficult to obtain and were predominantly from the bone, but with the advent of palliative surgery and rapid autopsy programs, more soft tissue metastases have become available for analyses.

However, with such studies the measurements are static. Therefore, programs were devised to collect specimens from single patients to
track the course of their disease and they have been insightful, especially for identifying mechanisms of treatment resistance. The static versus dynamic aspect of models is an important consideration and in the sections below, we address the use of common models that attempt to provide functional information to complement the omics data (xenografts, explants, organoid, and 3D cultures, as summarized in Fig. 1). Finally, it is prescient to remember that the specimens are most likely to be useful when applied to a question relevant to the time of disease from which the specimen was obtained (see Fig. 2). Therefore, if the research question focuses on localized tumors from men with castrate-sensitive and hormone-naïve disease, it would be inappropriate and uninformative to use a metastatic human cell line model, such as LNCaP.

**PATIENT-DERIVED XENOGRAFTS (PDXs)**

PDXs are high throughput for many other tumor streams (Gao et al. 2015), but for prostate cancer, they are time consuming and laborious. The take rates are low, owing to the reasons we have previously summarized that include low tumor proliferation, lack of stroma, and site of xenograft (Risbridger and Taylor 2016). Nevertheless, PDXs are considered to be a gold standard preclinical test and provide significant advantage because of their inherent ability to accurately recapitulate the tumor of origin, allowing them to be preserved for subsequent dynamic drug response testing. As a result, worldwide banks and consortia have built collections of these PDX models of human cancer for preclinical studies (Gao et al. 2014; Garralda et al. 2014; Hidalgo et al. 2014; see the www.eurpdx.eu project website). However, there are relatively few prostate cancer PDXs available in biobanks. For example, the entire Jackson Laboratory for Genomic Medicine (JAX Laboratories) PDX catalog contains only six prostatic PDXs out of a total of 463, equaling ∼1% of the total. The notable exception is the Living Tumor Laboratory in Vancouver where there are approximately 45 patient-derived prostatic tumor lines available for translational cancer research.

---

**Figure 1.** Common patient-derived prostate cancer models for research discovery and translation. Patient-derived models are established from human prostate cancer tissue, either from the prostate or metastatic sites. From radical prostatectomy specimens, benign tissue can also be obtained, but these samples are not routinely used for patient-derived models. Cancer tissues are cut into small pieces either manually or by precision cutting. Tissue pieces or slices are then prepared for patient-derived xenografts (PDXs; often including supportive mesenchyme), patient-derived explants (PDEs; grown on gelatin sponges), or patient-derived organoids (PDOs; grown in 3D culture with dissociated cells). In addition to fresh primary specimens, PDE and PDO experiments can also be performed using PDX-derived tissues, expanding the capability of the models by allowing long-term propagated tumors to be studied in a high-throughput manner. Alternatively, PDOs can be transplanted back into mice to be grown as PDXs, allowing long-term growth in vivo.
At both Vancouver and Monash, the cancer tissue xenografts are commonly engrafted to the subrenal capsule, whereas the subcutaneous site is frequently favored for other tumor types, particularly when high-throughput techniques are used (Lawrence et al. 2013; Gao et al. 2015). In general, using the subrenal site for engraftment leads to a relatively lower throughput, which prompted other groups to refine or orthotopic models of PDX in which there is the added advantage of the PDX being located in a prostatic microenvironment (Saar et al. 2015; and see Risbridger 2015).

The need for disease stage-specific PDX may appear to be obvious, but the reality of generating PDXs from localized, treatment-naïve specimens through to relapsing, metastatic, and CRPC specimens has proved challenging. For localized specimens, there are only a few PDX lines, probably owing to the low rate of cell proliferation in the tissues of a localized tumor. Radical prostatectomy is a common source of specimen acquisition for localized PDX and may include latent tumors from men at low-to-moderate risk of disease progression who might also have been candidates for active surveillance. In this case, the latency of the tumor is likely to impede development of a transplantable tumor. Interestingly, Lin et al. (2014) reported that the mean time for engraftment is 22 months and this is an experience similar to our own at Monash. Nevertheless, localized specimens and radical prostatectomy in particular are a rich source of material and have led to further refinements such as the use of tissue slices (Zhao et al. 2010) and orthotopic engraftment (Saar et al. 2015).

The serial transplantability of the localized specimens has not been a subject of systematic review, but it would be timely to investigate if there is a difference in engraftment of PDX of tumors from men with low versus high D’Amico scores. At Monash, we have generated many (hundreds) of first-generation PDXs, but only a handful of serially transplantable ones, and a review and correlation to patient outcome could be insightful. In another study, the long-term propagation of a prostate adenocarcinoma (LTL331) in castrate host mice was particularly interesting because of the subsequent emergence

Figure 2. Human specimens for patient-derived models are acquired at specific stages of progression and can include localized or advanced metastatic disease. Localized, castrate-sensitive prostate cancer is most commonly obtained from radical prostatectomy specimens. Advanced prostate cancer tissues can be obtained from palliative resection for locally recurrent disease or at metastatic sites either by biopsy or tissue collection at autopsy; the latter samples represent metastatic castration-resistant prostate cancer (mCRPC). For studies in which the patient-derived specimens are taken at one time only, it is important to frame the question around this stage and not another one subsequent or prior. Although it is more challenging, the use of longitudinal specimens for modeling is even more desirable and can provide unique patient-based (personalized) information. TURP, Transurethral resection of the prostate.
of a neuroendocrine subline (LTL331R). This is the first demonstration of progression from adenocarcinoma to neuroendocrine prostate cancer in a PDX model (Lin et al. 2015), and it may mimic a clinical progression in some patients with advanced disease in which there is divergent clonal evolution of castration-resistant neuroendocrine prostate cancer (CRPC-NE) tumors that have neuroendocrine features and are treatment resistant (Beltran et al. 2016). Nevertheless, first-generation PDXs from localized specimens can provide new research discoveries with an impact for patients as we reviewed (Risbridger and Taylor 2016). For example, through the use of first-generation PDXs from BRCA2 carrier men who are at high risk of progressing, we showed that the presence of intraductal carcinoma of the prostate (IDCP) pathology predicted a worse outcome versus IDCP-negative patients (Risbridger et al. 2015).

PDX establishment from men whose disease has progressed and is advanced and metastatic is more common and successful, partly because the growth rate is not as limiting. Xenograft studies spanning decades of research have used the LNCaP line derived from a left supraclavicular lymph node metastasis from a 50-year-old man (LNCaP clone FGC ATCC CRL-1740) and the VCaP line derived from vertebral metastasis (ATCC CRL-2876). Both lines were deposited in 1977 with American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) and are mostly used for first-generation xenograft studies. Vessella and colleagues were one of the first groups to establish serially transplantable PDX models from prostate cancer metastases, known as the LuCaP series (Laitinen et al. 2002; True et al. 2002; Saramaki et al. 2006). LuCaP 23.1 and LuCaP 35 were lymph node metastases established as subcutaneous xenografts, with tumor doubling times of 11 and 18 days and take rates of 100% and 87% (Ellis et al. 1996; Buhler 1997). When injected into the tibia of severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID) mice, LuCaP 23.1 produces osteoblastic reactions, whereas LuCaP 35 produces osteolytic responses (Corey et al. 2002). LuCaP PDXs have also passed through spheroid cultures and back into mice and faithfully retain the original phenotype (Saar et al. 2014; Valta et al. 2016). Bone metastases offer another potential source of tissue for prostate cancer PDXs. Two particular lines, MDA PCa 118a and MDA PCa 118b, were established as subcutaneous PDXs, providing a model of androgen-independent prostate cancer that induces a robust osteoblastic reaction in bone-like matrix and soft tissue (Li et al. 2008). Improvements to bone metastatic PDXs include recent modifications using scaffold/matrices (Talukdar et al. 2011; Holzapfel et al. 2013, 2014; Berner et al. 2015) coupled with better imaging modalities to investigate the tumor biology (Tse et al. 2015).

The sources of tissue vary considerably and subsequently affect the quality of the specimens used for engraftment. Nevertheless, poor quality specimens such as those obtained by transurethral resection of the prostate (TURP) can be grafted subrenally with moderate success (Lawrence et al. 2015). Higher quality specimens from rapid autopsy programs are becoming available and these are an excellent source of PDX material, but the take rates are surprisingly low at <25%–30% (Kohli et al. 2015; Alsop et al. 2016). However, the rapid autopsy specimens now offer the added advantage of being derived from patients after super androgen blockade with contemporary agents such as abiraterone and enzalutamide. In this clinical setting, soft tissue metastases have become more common and are now used for PDX establishment.

Overall, in 2016, there are disease stage-specific PDX models. Some are more common than others, but many are available and it may be anticipated that PDXs become a gold standard for preclinical research programs. For other tumor streams PDXs are commonly used for PDX clinical trials/tests (PCTs) (Gao et al. 2015). We recently modified the protocols for PCTs as described in Figure 3. To prepare a PCT, precision-cut (300-µm) slices are obtained from a PDX, and contiguous paired slices are regrafted into mice that are assigned to control or drug-treated groups and the tumors reestablished over 3–4 weeks. Host mice are then treated with drug or vehicle and, after treatment, the tumors are analyzed determining significance of paired samples (control vs. drug-treated groups).
However, a major disadvantage of the PDX (and the subsequent PCT) is the suppressed immune component in host mice. Although only denoted as an emerging hallmark of cancer (Hanahan and Weinberg 2011), the mechanisms by which cancer cells evade immunological destruction are critical to our understanding of PDX tumor biology and drug response. The absence of a full immune component in PDX is yet another challenge for the field to resolve and is particularly limiting when testing immune therapies for which there is a resurgence of interest.

PATIENT-DERIVED EXPLANTS (PDEs)

Although PDX models offer a system in which human tissues can be grown in vivo over an extended period of time, there are limitations/difficulties in terms of throughput, cost, access, and quantitative endpoints (Centenera et al. 2013). Other in vitro approaches can be used to complement PDX models with similar contemporary patient samples. PDEs are a good example of this.

Ex vivo culture of prostatic tissues originated in the mid-1950s in studies conducted over decades by Lasnitzki (1951, 1954, 1955) who developed organ cultures of murine prostate glands to explore hormone and drug sensitivity and the development of cancerous lesions. This method was subsequently adapted to allow the growth of human prostate tissues. Most commonly, PDEs are derived from fresh patient tissues obtained from radical prostatectomy because access to biopsy or metastasis material is limited and the amount of tissue is limited and often insufficient. Although varied techniques have been reported that include full submersion of the tissue, the use of various scaffolds or supports is more effective where tissues are kept in contact with the media on agar or other metal grids made of titanium (McMahon et al. 1972) or stainless steel (Nevalainen et al. 1993). The grid approach was used to yield novel information such as the role of Jak2/Stat5a signaling to induce epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition and stemlike properties in prostate cancer (Gu et al. 2013; Liao et al. 2015; Talati et al. 2015). With the development of bioengineered scaffolds to support and seed human cells for tissue regeneration, it is likely that these grid supports will lead to further advances as discussed below.

A recent and more widely adopted technique involves the culture of small pieces of fresh tissue that are grown on a gelatin sponge and half submerged in media. Similar to the grid method, this system allows primary tissue to be grown for up to 1 week, although the standard time for most assays is 48 hours. This platform facilitates the culture of human prostate cancer tissues while retaining the native tissue architecture and cell-to-cell signaling of the tumor microenvironment (Centenera et al. 2012).
Importantly for prostate cancer tissues, ex vivo cultures are hormone responsive. AR expression is maintained in the cultured tissue and evidence of AR signaling is evident by the gene expression of prostate-specific antigen (PSA) and detection of PSA protein in the secreted media (Centenera et al. 2013). Of interest, many other proteins, circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA), and exosome products can be detected in the media, indicating active secretion of prostatic products that may be used for biomarker discovery in the future.

The selection of tissue pieces is an important consideration for optimal explant culture techniques. As for other patient-derived models, the stage at which the prostate cancer specimen is obtained is highly dependent on tissue availability, but also the question to be addressed. Thus, there is a need for both castrate-sensitive (i.e., from radical prostatectomy specimens) and castrate-resistant (i.e., from metastatic specimens) tumors. The establishment of explant cultures from PDX-derived tissues has facilitated the study of rare and precious tissues that have been propagated in vivo, allowing short-term, high-throughput preclinical testing to be performed.

In addition, the quality of the specimen must be optimal, including a high proportion of cancer, fast tissue processing to preserve viability, and minimal tissue handling. The use of tissue slices of 200–300 µm in thickness maximizes tissue consistency and perfusion. The advances in precision equipment for tissue slicing over manual dissection has increased the consistency of explant sizes and allows for systematic sampling through tissues, also increasing the efficacy of the explant approach.

When incorporated into preclinical studies, ex vivo cultured tissues enable robust quantitative evaluation of clinically relevant endpoints. This was exemplified by a study using Hsp90 inhibitors in which differential efficacy of novel compounds was identified in the ex vivo cultures that had not been appreciated in cell line or animal studies. The endpoints used for drug efficacy were biomarker expression (Hsp70 in this study) and quantitation of proliferation and apoptosis. This approach, therefore, has the potential to enable more rational selection of therapeutic agents and biomarkers of response for clinical trials (Centenera et al. 2012).

For ex vivo cultures of localized specimens, the proliferation index is ∼20%–30%, which is generally higher than the original tissue specimen, but offers the opportunity to show a reduction in proliferation with drug treatment (Centenera et al. 2012). Schiewer and colleagues (Schiewer et al. 2012) used this approach to test the efficacy of a poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) inhibitor (ABT-888) and showed that in control explants the proliferation was higher at 4 days compared with 2 days, indicating long-term proliferation of the tissue slices. The ABT-888 compound strikingly reduced proliferation at both 2- and 4-day time points to as low as 5% (Schiewer et al. 2012). Gene expression changes in androgen-regulated genes (KLK3/PSA, TMPRSS2, and FKBP5) were also significantly reduced after ABT-888 treatment (Schiewer et al. 2012), which is another effective readout of efficacy in this ex vivo culture system. Likewise, apoptosis (measured by cleaved caspase-3 expression) is between 5% and 10%, which also allows for an induction of apoptosis to be detected, such as the Hsp90 inhibitors, which induced 25% apoptosis (Centenera et al. 2012).

PATIENT-DERIVED SPHEROIDS, PROSTATASPERHES, AND ORGANOIDS

The ability to establish cell lines from primary human prostate tumors provides additional advantages over PDX and PDE methods, such as rapid expansion of small quantities of primary tissue, greater feasibility for large-scale studies such as drug screening, and the ability to genetically manipulate culture cells using lentiviral or clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeat (CRISPR) strategies. However, prostate luminal tumor cells are highly susceptible to anoikis following tissue dissociation, resulting in great difficulty in attempts to establish cell lines from patient specimens (Peehl 2005; Kwon et al. 2014). This has prompted efforts to establish culture conditions that enable the survival and propagation of prostatic luminal cells.
In recent years, the transition from monolayer to 3D culture methods has led to increased efficiency of establishing patient-derived prostate lines, in which incorporation of an extracellular matrix (ECM) scaffold has been integral to increased survival of epithelial cells and maintenance of cellular composition and differentiation. In particular, 3D culture methods for prostate tissue commonly use Matrigel for the ECM component (Kleinman and Martin 2005) with a liquid medium overlay to embed prostate epithelial cells. This general approach has been used for the development of spheroid/prostasphere assays and, more recently, organoid methodologies (Hu et al. 2011; Prins et al. 2014; Ho et al. 2015; Vela and Chen 2015).

The spheroid/prostasphere culture method involves dissociated primary epithelial populations embedded in Matrigel combined with commercially available media such as prostate epithelial cell growth medium (PrEGM). However, similar to adherent cell culture, spheroid culture conditions favor benign basal cell growth (Goldstein et al. 2008; Garraway et al. 2010), whereas the prostatic luminal cells, including tumor cells, do not survive or form spheroids (Garraway et al. 2010). Second, there is limited differentiation of basal cells in spheroid culture to cells with luminal characteristics, but the resulting cells fail to show key hallmarks of prostate epithelium such as nuclear AR expression and response to androgen deprivation (Xin et al. 2007; Hu et al. 2011; Yamamoto et al. 2012). Therefore, 3D methodologies required further adaptation to allow the study of prostate cancer progression.

Subsequently, the development of organoid culture conditions for patient-derived tissues has resulted in a significant improvement in our ability to establish lines from prostate luminal populations. Organoid culture is another 3D method for the growth of primary cells or stem cell lines (embryonic stem cells [ESCs] or induced pluripotent stem cells [iPSCs]) and has similar constituents to spheroid culture, such as the use of Matrigel. However, organoid culture media is typically more defined when compared with spheroid media, with carefully selected growth factors tailored to the tissue of interest. This results in more faithful recapitulation of the in vivo phenotype, including maintenance of several cell types, accurate spatial organization, expression patterns, and biology (Fatehullah et al. 2016). This system was initially adapted for the study of murine intestinal stem cells (Sato et al. 2009) and has been extended to the growth of human tissues and disease states for the intestine and several other organs such as the colon (Sato et al. 2011), stomach (Bartfeld et al. 2015; Schlaermann et al. 2016), and pancreas (Boj et al. 2015; Huang et al. 2015). Adaptation of organoid culture for growth of prostatic epithelium is a recent development and needs further optimization to study the full spectrum of prostate epithelium. Nonetheless two separate organoid culture methodologies have been reported that allow propagation of isolated mouse and human luminal cells (Chua et al. 2014; Karthaus et al. 2014), which was previously not possible using other culture methods, and provides the premise for organoid culture to be used to propagate human prostate cancer specimens.

Further adaptation of the organoid culture conditions has resulted in limited success in establishing organoid lines from advanced prostate cancer specimens. Gao and colleagues (2014) were able to establish seven organoid lines from metastatic prostate cancer biopsies, from a range of organ sites, as well as from circulating tumor cells (CTCs). These organoids faithfully recapitulated the primary tumor phenotype and their molecular profile, evident by whole genome sequencing and RNA sequencing after 3 months in culture. However, unlike PDX and PDE approaches, the reliability of this system for translational research applications, such as the study of precision medicine, is unknown. Although drug treatment of mouse prostate tumor-derived organoids shows similar therapeutic response to that observed in vivo (Chua et al. 2014), more proof-of-principle treatment studies will need to be performed on prostate organoids to determine their suitability for translational research. Additionally, despite the ability to propagate advanced tumor specimens, disease stage–specific organoid lines from the full spectrum of prostate cancer progression have yet to be achieved. Organoids from patients with
localized disease would be highly desirable, but the current methods may not allow this; possibly the current protocols do not include other cells of the tumor microenvironment such as stroma, immune, and neuronal cell populations. Although the current systems focus on epithelial biology in the absence of cofounding microenvironmental factors, it is well known that the tumor microenvironment is an important feature of cancer progression (Taylor and Risbridger 2008). It is possible that localized prostate tumors, in particular, cannot survive without the appropriate support of niche-derived factors. However, in parallel to the development of pure epithelial culture systems, other model systems have been developed that incorporate aspects of the prostate cancer niche, which will be described below.

Organoid cultures have added another important capability. Recent lentiviral infection of primary human benign prostate epithelium in organoid culture has confirmed the role of N-Myc in neuroendocrine prostate cancer development and allowed the study of the cell of origin of human prostate cancer (Lee et al. 2016; Park et al. 2016). Furthermore, these lines can be combined with mouse urogenital sinus mesenchyme (UGM) and established as xenografts in immune-deficient host mice. This allows the ability to study many more aspects of prostate cancer progression in vitro, such as validation of drivers of different aspects of disease progression.

MODELING MICROENVIRONMENT INFLUENCES IN VITRO

Although organoid culture is a significant advance for the prostate cancer field and will ultimately provide a high-throughput approach from limited amounts of patient-derived material, it remains limited by the absence of any cellular components of the tumor microenvironment. Recognizing the importance of the tumor microenvironment, the updated version of cancer hallmarks included cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs) and immune and vascular cells as contributors to epithelial cell progression (Hanahan and Weinberg 2011). Patient-derived CAFs in coculture with prostatic epithelia change epithelial cell features and, by conferring tumorigenic properties, confirm an important role of the prostate cancer niche in disease progression (Clark et al. 2013). One of the ways in which CAFs versus nonmalignant matched patient fibroblasts modulate epithelia involves changes to the ECM (Ellem et al. 2014), and this is entirely consistent with the need to use Matrigel for organoid and spheroid culture, although it is not specific to the prostate ECM. Further development of 3D models using bioengineered scaffolds and hydrogels shows great promise and marks the end of the era of “flat biology” for cell culture. The use of scaffolds or similar provides another approach to identify and interrogate the mechanism of multicellular interactions in the tumor microenvironment. It is likely that bioengineering will result in more sophisticated models as there are attempts to generate a “prostate tumor on a scaffold” with its tumor microenvironment. Also, looking forward, one might expect developments in which ECM components or patient-derived CAF or immune cell components are combined with organoid culture methodology to create a more complete in vitro prostate cancer model in which individual components can be independently manipulated and studied (Loessner et al. 2014; Fitzgerald et al. 2015; Katti et al. 2016).

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Each of the models has its own advantages and disadvantages and, in our opinion, there is no single adequate or perfect model; rather it is the combination of models that provides insight to particular research questions (Table 1). In all of these models, the quality of the specimens from the patients is paramount. Poor specimens make the models difficult to replicate both within and between research laboratories. The selection of disease stage–specific specimens is also critical because the selection of inappropriate specimens to answer the question under investigation is likely to be misleading or irrelevant.

Although human preclinical prostate cancer models are challenging, the rewards can be measured in translation of outcomes for patient benefit, although this is mainly realized for a patient...
population, rather than a specific patient himself. As we strive to achieve more rapid throughput and turnaround, it will be possible to use a patient’s own PDX/organoid/cell line for discovery of, and response to, actionable targets and thereby contribute to tailored treatments that are so desirable and eventually will be more efficient and cost effective.
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